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Extensity gives you the ability to turn Chrome extensions on and off. It is the 
swiss army knife of all extensions. It also prevents conflicts between your 
extensions. This is the first thing I help my students install.

Extensity
goo.gl/ZeVrSw
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Essential Productivity Toolbox

Dictate and edit a Google Doc with your voice! In the Doc simply select 
Tools>Voice typing.  When you are ready to speak, click the microphone. 

Voice Typing in Docs
goo.gl/EPJeNt
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Reading and Writing Literacy Superkit

Fluency Tutor for Google™ 
goo.gl/4q8Cvf3

Read&Write for Google Chrome™ 
goo.gl/gVEZkU4

This Google Chrome app that helps busy teachers bring emerging and struggling 
readers, and English Language Learners, up to speed. Fluency Tutor lets 
students practice reading aloud with almost any content they want, and makes it 
easy for their busy teachers to track their progress through the school year.

Read&Write for Google Chrome is an easy-to-use extension that supports your 
students in the G Suite for Education environment with the reading, writing, and 
study skills tools.  The tools are able to support students in web pages, PDFs, 
Google Docs, ePubs, and more!

This free writing app helps ensure everything you write in Chrome is 
mistake-free and effective. Grammarly 

goo.gl/ekF19Y
5

Pro Writing Aid is a Google Doc add-on that assists students by checking 
their writing for consistency, grammar mistakes, cliches, acronyms, and 
more.

Pro Writing Aid
goo.gl/ZAHV18
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This add-on for Google Docs allows you to quickly give and receive feedback on 
studnet content by using voice or text comments.

Kaizena
goo.gl/AJWSPk
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Add EasyBib’s toolbar as a Chrome extension to cite websites with just one click. 
This tool also provides an analysis on the credibility of the website you are citing. EasyBib

goo.gl/NB13DZ
8
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g(Math) is a Google Add-on for Docs, Sheets and Forms. It creates rich math 
expressions and graphs for direct insertion into your Google Doc or Sheet. 

g(Math)
goo.gl/5SCZsk
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Math Helpers

Teacher Toolbox

This free app is great for all levels of mathematical education. It's easy-to-use and 
includes a graphing calculator for functions, geometry, calculus and statistics. 

GeoGebra
goo.gl/pzGy29
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Use Lusidcharts to easily draw flowcarts, mockups, mind maps, and other 
diagrams in real-time with your classroom. 

LucidCharts
goo.gl/HcVxQx
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This tool lets you open, copy or bookmark multiple links at the same time. 
It saves time on assessing and reviewing work.

Link Clump
goo.gl/7XNXpF
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A web app that enables flexible, efficient, rubric-based grading assessments 
on Google Drive.

Goobric
goo.gl/pqb9fd
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The Chrome Remote desktop lets you remotely access another 
person’s desktop through the Chrome browser or a Chromebook - all 
connections are fully secure.

Chrome Remote Desktop
goo.gl/T39Gpj
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If you are a Google Chrome Classroom Teacher, use this extension to push 
webpages instantly to your students’ computers. Students don’t have to type 
URLs and can also share web pages back.

Share to Classroom
goo.gl/BclYPX 
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For more information, check out my blog at coolcatteacher.com
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